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Near Perfect Coverings in Graphs and Hypergraphs 
P. FRANKL AND v. RODL 
Suppose we are given a bipartite graph with vertex set X, Y, IXI = n, I YI = N, each point in 
X( Y) has degree D(d) fixed, respectively, moreover, each pair of points x, x' E X has at most 
D/(log n)3 (common) neighbours. Let t(X, Y) denote the minimum number of vertices of Y 
needed to cover all vertices of X. We prove (Theorem 1.1) that t(X, Y)d/ n tends to 1 as n tends 
to infinity. 
This result has many applications: 
Theorem [5]. Suppose k> r> 1 are fixed, n ... 00. Then there exists a collection of (I + 0(1)) x 
G)/(~) k-subsets of an n-set so that each r-subset is contained in at least one member of the 
collection. 
Analogues and strengthenings of this result are deduced. E.g. for vector spaces, orthogonal or 
simplectic geometries, random collections of k-sets with constant probabilities, etc. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose CO is a graph on v vertices and e edges and gil is a random graph on n 
vertices and edge probability elm. Then there exists a collection of (I + 0(1))(2)/(2) induced 
subgraphs of gil on v vertices, isomorphic to CO and such that each edge (non-edge) of gil is 
covered by an edge (non-edge) of a graph in the collection. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most problems of graph theory and combinatorics can be formulated as a packing or 
covering problem for hypergraphs. 
Let us recall that a hypergraph 'Je is a collection of nonempty subsets-called edges-of 
a set X. One defines the packing number v( 'Je) as the maximum number of pairwise 
disjoint edges of 'Je. The point covering number t( 'Je) is the minimum number t so 
that there exist t edges of 'Je whose union is the whole set X. The hypergraph 'Je is said 
to be d-uniform, if all edges of 'Je consist of d vertices. Then, clearly, v( 'Je)".; n/ d".; t( 'Je) 
holds. Moreover, equality on one side implies equality on the other. A family of edges 
of 'Je showing v('Je) = n/ d is called a perfect packing (and is necessarily a perfect covering 
as well). The existence problem of perfect packings is a very difficult one. For example, 
if X = {(i,}) = I".; i <}".; Ill} and 'Je= {{(i,}): i,} E E, lEI = 11, E c {t, ... , 11 I}}, then the 
existence of a perfect packing is equivalent to the existence of a projective plane of order 
10. 
A hypergraph can be also considered as a bipartite graph with underlying set X, 'Je 
where x E X and HE 'Je form an edge iff x E H holds. Then 'Je is d-uniform iff the bipartite 
graph is d-regular on the side of 'Je. 
Looking at this bipartite graph from the other side we obtain the dual hypergraph whose 
vertex set is 'Je, edge set is X, and the incidence relations are unchanged. 
The point covering number of the dual hypergraph is the edge-covering number, T( 'Je) 
of the original, that is, min T such that there exists T c X, I TI = T and T (l H;e 0 holds 
for all HE 'Je. It is easy to see that v( 'Je) ~ T( 'Je) holds, moreover, if 'Je is d-uniform then 
T('Je)".; dv('Je). 
A special case of a theorem of Lovasz [L] says that if 'Je is d-uniform, d'-regular (Le. 
every point is contained in d' edges) then 
n 
t( 'Je) ~ d (1 + log d'). 
For Y c X let us define 'Je( Y) = {H E 'Je: Y c H}, deg( Y) = 1'Je( Y)I. 
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In this paper we apply the probabilistic approach of [5] to show that for a wide class 
of hypergraphs t(:1'e):S:; n(1 + 0(1))/ d holds, that is near perfect coverings exist. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose 8> 0 is arbitrary, :1'e is ad-uniform hypergraph on X, IXI = n, 
a > 3 is a real number. There exists a positive real 8 = 8 (8) such that if for some 
D one has (1- 8)D < deg(x) < (1 + 8)D for all x E X and deg({x, y}) < D/(log nt holds 
for all distinct x, y E X, then, for all n > no( 8), 
t(:1'e):S:; n(1 + 8)/ d holds. 
REMARK. Clearly t(:1'e):S:; n(1 + 8)/ d implies v(:1'e) ",;3 n(1- d8)/ d. 
A few applications of this theorem are described in the next sections. The proof of the 
theorem is presented in Section 5. 
2. PACKING OF GRAPHS BY SUBGRAPHS 
Let C§( n, p) denote the random graph with edge probability p, that is, each edge is 
present in C§( n, p) with independent probability p. 
Let d be a fixed graph with v vertices and e edges. For an arbitrary graph C§, I C§I 
denotes the number of its edges and 7T( C§, d) the packing number of C§ with respect to 
d, that is the maximum number of pairwise edge disjoint copies of d in C§. 
Similarly 7Ti( C§, d) is the induced packing number of C§, that is the maximum number 
of pairwise edge disjoint induced copies of d in C§. 
Theorem 1.1 has the following immediate corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.1 [6]. Suppose d is a fixed graph, Kn is the complete graph on n vertices. 
Then for an arbitrary positive 8 and n> no(8) we have 7T(Kn, d) > (1- 8 )W/ldl. 
In fact Wilson proved more, he showed that 7T(Kn, d) = W/ldl provided n> no(8), 
v( v -1) I nand d I v - 1 hold, where d is the greatest common divisor of the degrees of d 
and v is the number of vertices of d. 
COROLLARY 2.2 [2]. For an arbitrary fixed integers k 
COROLLARY 2.3 [1]. Suppose d is a fixed graph, p is a fixed real, 0 < P < 1 then for n 
tending to infinity we have 
Recall that X(d) denotes the chromatic number of d and K(nh n2, ... ,n,) is the 
complete r-chromatic graph, i.e. it has vertex set XI U X 2 U ••• U X" IXd = njo Xi n ~ = 0 
and (Xi' xj ) is an edge iff Xi E Xi, Xj E Xj and i ¥=- j. Suppose that nl:S:; n2:S:; ... :s:; n,. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose d is a fixed graph, X( d) :s:; r, 8> 0 is a real number. Then there 
exists a real 8 such that for n l > (1- 8)ni (2:s:; i:s:; r) and all nl > no(d, 8) one has 
IK(nh n2, ... , n,)1 7T(K(nh n2, ... ,n,),d»(1-8) Idl . 
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3. PACKING OF HYPERGRAPHS BY SUBHYPERGRAPHS 
Suppose 'Jt and 2lJ are d-uniform hypergraphs. The packing number of 'Jt with respect 
to 2lJ, 7T('Jt, 2lJ) is defined in complete analogy with the graph case, it is the maximum 
number of pairwise edge-disjoint copies of 2lJ in ;;(. 
We denote by ;;(d (n, p) the random d-uniform hypergraph with each edge having 
probability p for being chosen. 
Also, K~ denotes the complete d-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 2lJ is a fixed d-uniforrn hypergraph and n tends to infinity. Then 
7T(K~, 2lJ) = (1- 0(1) (;) /1 2lJ 1 
holds. 
COROLLARY 3.2 [5]. Suppose k is fixed, n ~ 00. Then 
Recall that a (d, k, n)-design is a family Y of k-subsets of the n-set X, such that every 
d-subset of X is contained in exactly one member of Y. That is, it corresponds to a 
perfect packing of K~ by Kt. The existence problem of (d, k, n)-designs is a hopelessly 
difficult one, e.g. no such design is known for d ~ 6. Wilson [7] showed that for d = 2 
and fixed k the trivial necessary conditions «~ I G), (k -1) I (n -1) are sufficient for 
n> no(k). His theorem gives an estimation of cl n for 0(1) in Corollary 3.2. Corollary 
3.2 shows that near-designs exist always, as it was conjectured by Erdos and Hanani [2]. 
Suppose r ~ 2 is an integer and the edges of a d- uniform hypergraph 2lJ are coloured 
by r colours, i.e. partitioned into r sUbhypergraphs 2lJ1>"" 2lJ,. 
If ;;(=;;(1 U· .. u;;(, is an r-coloured hypergraph then we can define the coloured 
packing number 7TA;;(, 2lJ) as the maximum number of edge disjoint copies of 2lJ in ;;( 
with the additional property that if an edge B E 2lJ has colour i in 2lJ then it has colour 
i in ;;( as well. 
Define the rational numbers bi by bi = l2lJi l/l2lJl. Note that L bi = 1. Define 
;;(d (n, p, (b1 b2 , ••• , b,» a random partition ;;(1 U •.. U ;;(, of the edges of ;;(d (n, p) where 
the probability for each edge HE ;;(d (n, p) of the event HE ;;(i is bi' 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose 0 < P < 1 and an r-coloured d-uniform hypergraph 2lJ = 
2lJ 1 U ... U 2lJ, is fixed. Then 
holds. 
An interesting special case of this theorem is p = 1, 2lJ = Kt, r = 2. Then Theorem 3.3 
asserts that ;;(d (n, b1) can be packed near perfectly by copies of 2lJ 1 in a way that the 
complements of 2lJ 1 (i.e. 2lJ2 ) form a near perfect packing of the complement of ;;(d (n, b1). 
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4. PACKING OF GEOMETRIC CONFIGURATIONS 
Suppose K is a finite field IKI = q and V is an n-dimensional vector space over K. 
Then (X) is the collection of all d-dimensional subspaces of V, 
I (V) I = [n] = dJiI q; -q;. d d i=O q -q 
In 1972 Ray-Chaudhuri [4] raised the problem of the existence of designs among 
subspaces. A family We (~) is called a (n, r, t)-design or simply t-design if for all U E (;) 
there is exactly one WE W with U < W. Clearly, this implies 
IWI = [;]/[;]. 
Let us note that I-designs exist if and only if r divides n but no general existence theorems 
for t-designs with t ~ 2 are known. 
Here we show that 'almost' t-designs exist: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose integers r, t are given, r> t > O. Then for n ~ 00 there exists 
IWI = 0- 0(1)) [;]/[;] 
such that dim( W n W') < t holds for all distinct W, W' E W. 
Suppose V is endowed with a non degenerate scalar product f : V x V ~ K (i.e. dim W + 
dim W.l. = n for all subspaces W < V),f may be orthogonal, simplectic (in this case n is 
even) or Hermitian (then IKI is a square). 
A subspace W < V is called totally singular if f( w, w') = 0 for all w, w' E W. Denote by 
G]f the number of t-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given r> t ~ 0, fixed and n ~ 00, then there exists a collection W of 
r-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V such that dim( W n W') < t for all distinct 
W, W'E Wand IWI=O-O(1))[;l/[;]. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We will need the following simple inequality: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose Y], Y2 , ••• , Yb are totally independent identically distributed 
random variables with p( Y i = 1) = p, p( Y; = 0) = 1- p, s ~ 1, t = resbp 1- Then we have 
p(f Y;~t)<2'S-'. (5.0) 
.=1 
PROOF. The probability on the LHS is 
In this sum the ratio of consecutive terms is 
forj~ t. 
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Thus the sum is bounded by the double of the first term. On the other hand, using 
t!>(tle)" we have 
(
b) , (bp)' e' _, p <--,-";;;:'s , 
t t 
and (5.0) follows. 
THE MAIN LEMMA 
NOTATION. We shall write A - pB to denote that 
1 - p ,,;;;:, AI B ,,;;;:, 1 + p. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose e > 0 is given and g; is d-uniform hypergraph on X, IXI = n, I g;1 = m 
such that the following two properties are satisfied for all x, y EX: 
(i) I g;(x)1 - p D (p = p( e) is a sufficiently small positive real) 
(ii) Ig;(x, y)1 < D/{log nt, a> 3. 
Then for n > no( e, p) there exists ~ c g; such that 
I~I-enld 2p 
and .'i = {F E g;: F (\ R = 0 for all R E ~} with vertex set X - U ~ satisfies (i) and (ii) 
forp=6p, D=e-(d-I)eD, a>a-o(1). 
PROOF. Note that 19;1d - pDn and let ~ be the random hypergraph which we obtain 
by choosing each edge of g; with independent probability e I D. Then the expected number 
of edges of ~ is E (I ~ I) = e I g;11 D - p en I d and with probability close to 1 exponentially 
in n 1~1-2penl d holds. 




p(xEU~)=l- I-D ;l-e-e 
Thus E(lU ~I) - pn(1- e-e). Let Zi be the random variable defined by 
{
I ifxiEU~ 
Zi = 0 if Xi t U ~,X = {Xl>"" xn }. 
Then IU ~I = L Zi' We break up this sum into t = n/{log nt/3 parts, i.e. suppose 
{I, 2, ... , n} is partitioned into I) u ... u I" Ilj - (log n t/31 ,,;;;:, 1. 
Next we estimate LEI Zi' Let I be one of lj, l,,;;;:,j,,;;;:, t. Note that for i, if E I 
) 
Ig;(xi) (\ g;(xi·)1 = Ig;(xi, xi·)1 < D/{log nt 
holds. Consequently, 
i.~I 19;(Xi) (\ g;(xi·)1 < ('~I) D/{log nt < Dl2{log nt/3. (5.1) 
Let us set <W = UHI g;(xJ and partition <W into <W) u <W2 U ... U 6JJd where <W, consists 
of those elements of <W which appear exactly I times in the union. Now (5.1) implies 
L II <w, I < D/{log nt/3 (5.2) 
2 ... I ... d 
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and thus 
I Sf(xJ n 1iY11 - D for every i E 1. 
2p 
Let us define a new random variable Zr by 
*_{1, ifxjERE~forsomeREliYlo z·-
I 0, otherwise. 
(5.3) 
We have LEI (Zi-Zn~L2""I"'d llY,n~1 and moreover, clearly Zr~Zi holds. The 
reason for considering Zr is that the Zr are completely independent for i E 1. Thus, 
L Zr -III(1-e-") 
3p 
holds with probability close to 1 exponentially in IJI, i.e., greater than 1-1/ nb for n> no 
and some b> 1. 
This implies L7=1 Zr -3p n(1- e-e) holds with probability greater than 1-1/ n(b-l). 
On the other hand let 6IJ, be the union of all 1iY2 u ... U IiYd for I running through 
It. ... , I,. In view of (5.2), we have 
16IJ,1 < nD/(log n)2o/3. 
Thus, in view of (5.0) 
16IJ, n ~I < n/(log nt/3 
holds with probability greater than 1-1/ n b, i.e., with this probability L (Zi - Zn < 
dn/(log nt/3 holds, yielding 
IU 921-n(1-e-e) with probability> 1-2/ n(b-l). 
4p 
Now we are comin.J to the most difficult part of the lemma, namely we '!ant to show 
that the remainder, F = {F E Sf: F n R = 0 for all R E ~} with vertex set X = X - U ~ 
satisfies (i) (and (ii». 
Let us consider an arbitrary vertex x E X - U 92. This means that none of the edges 
from Sf(x) was chosen into 92. 
Su»pose FE ~"(x). When does F remain, i.e., FE i-(x)? Clearly, it is equivalent to 
y E X for all Y E F, i.e. to the event that none of the edges Sf(F, x) = UYEF-{X} Sf(y) was 
chosen. 
Clearly we have 
(d-l) D (d -l)D- 2 (log nt ;ISf(F, x) I ~ (d -l)D. 
Consequently, we have 
( e) I~(F. x)1 p(FE i-) = 1-D ;e-(d-l) •. 
Thus the expected number of edges in F(x) satisfies 
E(Ii-(x)l) ;;e-(d-l)£ D. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
However, we need to prove 1i-(x)l- e-(d-l)£ D with high probability. This would easily 
follow if the events FE $, F' E :j wer~ independent, however, it is not the case. 
To circumvent this difficulty we shall partition Sf(x) into stars. 
Recall that a star in $'(x) is a sub-family {Flo F2 , ••• , F,} satisfying F, r""\ F,. = {x} for 
i.,e i'. Let t = [(log n t/3 ] and suppose that we have already defined the pairwise disjoint 
stars S-<l), Sf<2), ... , Sf<s) in $'(x). We want to continue by finding a star s-<.+l) in 
~=$'(X)-U:_lS-<i) with 1S-<·+l)l=t. Suppose it is impossible, i.e., there exist 
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Fh F2, ... , F, E C§, forming a star that for all FE C§{Fh F2, ... , F" F} is not a star. That 
is, the (d-l)l-element set G=(F1u···uF,)-{x} meets all FEC§. Thus C§c 
UgeG S-(x, g), yielding 
D D 
I C§I.;;; (d - 1) I (log n t < d (log n )2a/3 . 
Now let us define the random variable Y(F) by 
Y(F) = { 1, if FE i, 
0, if Fe i. 
Then 
L Y(F).;;;li(x)l.;;; L Y(F)+dD/(logn?a/3. (5.6) 
Fe(9'"(x)-'6) Fe(9'"(x)-'6) 
The variables Y(F) are still not independent, however, their dependence is very limited 
for F, F' E S-(i). Namely, their correlation is caused only by sets HE S- such that there 
exist y, y' E H with y E F, y' E F'. 
Thus for a given star gpi) the number of such 'bad' H counted with multiplicity is 
upperbounded by 
G) (d -1)2 (lo~nt';;; (d -1)2D/2(log n)a/3. 
Let ~I) be their collection. 
Set .rt' = U i ~i) and let IL (H) denote the multiplicity of H. Thus we have 
L IL(H)«d-I)2D2/(logn)2a/3. (5.7) 
HeiH: 
We claim that 
IL(H) < (~)D/(lOg nt. 
In fact, d~note by .N'(H) the collection 
.N'(H)={FE S-(x): (F-{x})nH>= 0}. 
Clearly I.N'(H)I < dD/(log nt holds. 
On the other hand for F,F'E(.N'(H)ngpi» (F-{x})nH>=(F'-{x})nH (since 
FnF'={x}). Thus each FE.N'(H) adds at most d-l to the multiplicity of H. This 
implies the claim. 
Let us define again auxiliary random variables. Suppose FE gpi), we set 
Y(F)* = {I, if F n ~ = 0 for all R E (~- ~i», (5.8) 
0, otherwIse. 
Clearly Y(F)* ~ Y(F), the Y(F)* are totally independent for FE gpi). Also 
LFe9'"(x) (Y(F)* - Y(F».;;; LHeiH:n9'l IL(H). 
Let us define .rt'i = {H E .rt': IL(H) = i} and 1= maxHeiH: IL(H), Thus 
1«~)D/(lOgnt 
holds. 
To estimate the RHS of (5.8) we write 
L IL(H)= L il.rt'in~l= L 1(.rt'iU·· ·u.rt',)nfYll. (5.9) 
HeiH:n9'l I .. i .. l 1 .. / .. 1 
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In view of (5.7) we have 
(d -1)2D2 
I Jei U ... u Jell < .(1 )2a/3· 
I og n 
Using e';;; 1, the independence of the choice of R E 9h and Proposition 5.1 we infer 
1( = =) r11l1 e(lognt/3(d-l)2De e(d-l)2D dL .. U ••• U dLl () in < <. 
I i(logn?a/3 i(lognt/3 (5.10) 
holds with probability at least 1-2 . log n-(logn)a/3 > 1-1/ n2[ if n> no( e, a, d). 
Thus (5.10) holds simultaneously for all 1.;;; i.;;; [< (g)D/(log nt with probability at 
least 1-I/n2 for n> no. Substituting (5.10) into (5.9) we infer 
~ () (~ 1) e(d-l)2 3(d-l?D 
/... f.L H < /... -:- a/3 D< (a-3)/3 
HE:J(,-.,iY! l .. i .. 1 I (log n) (log n) 
holds with probability at least 1-1/ n2• 
Using (5.5) we see that p( Y(F)* = 1) -3p e -(d-l)e for n> no( p, e). Thus 
L Y(F)* _e-(d-l)el$(i)1 
FEf§'(i) 4p 
holds with probability greater than 1-1/ n2 • Combining this with the upper bound for 
(5.8) and with (5.6) we infer that 
1§(x)l-e-(d-l)e D 
6p 
holds with probability at least 1-2/ n2• 
Thus with probability greater than 1-2/ n2 the same holds simultaneously for all X E X. 
Thus (i) holds with jj = D e-(d-l)e, p = 6p. Since jj did not decrease drastically, (ii) is 
automatic with ii = a - 0(1) for n sufficiently large. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let Je be a uniform hypergraph satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1. Setting $ = Je and applying Lemma 5.2 we obtain 9h = 9h1 and $ = $1 
with the properties from Lemma 5.2. We repeat this and apply again Lemma 5.2 (now 
to $1) to obtain 9h2 and $2. Repeating this procedure t-times (t large- this will be 
specified later) we obtain a sequence ~l> 9h2 , ••• ,9ht and $1> $2, ... ,$t satisfying 
19hj + l l-e/3en/de-je• Hence, after t steps we covered all but e-etn points with 
L;:~ en/ d e-je edges. Pick for each of these uncovered points one edge containing this 
point. Thus we get 
t-I n . n L e-e-Je +e-etn .;;;(1+e)-, fort;3to(e,d), j=O d d 
edges covering all points. 
In fact, to be more exact, given e one chooses first t, t = t( e), to ensure the above 
inequality. Then choose p so small that Lemma 5.2 will work even in the t the steps, i.e. 
with p'=6t - I p, also 2p'<e/3. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.4 AND 3.3 
In order to prove the theorems from Sections 2, 3 and 4 we need to verify the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1. This is usually easy and amounts always to the same sort of considerations. 
Therefore we present here the two 'most difficult' cases only. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. Consider a Idl-uniform hypergraph H the vertices of which 
are the edges of K(n}, n2,"" nr ) and with d'e K(n}, n2, ... , nr ) forming an edge iff 
.91' is isomorphic to d. Then clearly conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. Applying 
Theorem 1.1 we get the required family of copies of d. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Let 1 be the number of vertices of 00 and let V be the vertex 
set of 00. We may suppose that 
r=(~), 
for otherwise we subdivide each OOi and [V]d - 00 into singletons and solving the new 
problem we solve the required as well. Thus it suffices to prove that 
1T c ( Hd ( n, p" ( 1 / r, 1/ r.. ... , 1/ r )), 00) = (1 - 0 ( 1 ) ) ( ; ) p / (~) 
r = (~) times 
where 00 is K1 with edges coloured by colours 1,2, ... , U). 
Consider now the hypergraph H the vertex set of which equals to the edge set of 
Hd (n, p). Edges of H are formed by copies of 00 in Hd (n, p) i.e. an UHuple of edges 
of Hd (n, p) forms an edge of H if it is the edge set of some complete graph K' and 
moreover if there exists an isomorphism ({!: 00 ~ K' which preserves colours. It is now a 
matter of routine to verify that H satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. 
7. COVERING RANDOM GRAPHS WITH NONCONSTANT PROBABILITIES 
We can extend previous results about random graphs and derive corresponding results 
where edges are chosen with non constant probabilities. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let e > 0 and p = n,-1/2, then 
n3/ 2+, 
1T(CfJ(n,p), K3) = (1-0(1)) -6-
and more generally 
THEOREM 7.2. Let e > 0 and p = n,-2/k+\ then 
We are omitting the proof of Theorem 7.2 and present a simple proof of the weaker 
Theorem 7.1 only. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1. This is rather easy. It is sufficient to show that the number 
of triangles containing a given edge does not depend essentially on the choice of the 
edge. To estimate this, call a pair x, y of vertices of CfJ( n, p) bad if it is contained in more 
than (1 + 8)n 2 ' or less than (1- 8)n 2' triangles, respectively. Thus 
Prob[3 bad x, y in CfJ( n, p)] < (n) L (n ~ 2) (n2') i (1 _ n2') n-2-i 
2 li_n 2 '1>l>n2 ' Inn 
< n2c;Sn2' = 0(1) 
and therefore the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled. 
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